
Both Darrio and Cryo have their strengths and weaknesses. Cryo’s goal would be to
exploit any weakness Darrio has. Her plan to defeat Darrio would begin with grounding him. She
knows she will be powerless to defeat him as soon as he gets into the air, making those first
moments of the fight very important. After grounding him, she would aim to disarm him and
debilitate him in hand-to-hand combat.

Darrio, as described by his character sheet, is an unpredictable mess. He would not
hesitate to use all of his kit to defeat his foe. He would exploit his ranged advantage and use his
jetpack to fly into the air and rain down hellfire upon Cryo. He would utilize his blasters as well
as his grenades to dispatch of the Clone.

In an open area, Darrio would have a clear advantage. He would be able to fly up into
the air out of reach from Cryo, who would have difficulty getting him down. The only way she
would be able to defeat him in that situation would be to land a knife into either an opening in his
armor or his jetpack. Nevertheless, even with her Repulsor Throwing Razor, Cryo would not be
able to defeat Darrio before he could pepper her with blaster bolts.

In an enclosed building, for the sake of fairness, we will use an abandoned office
building as the battlefield. The fight would be close. In this close-quarters fight, Darrio would not
be able to escape away from Cryo, but he would still be able to use his jetpack to put distance
between himself and Cryo. In a situation where he stuck to ranged tactics and stayed out of
Cryo’s reach, he would win. However, if he faltered and was trapped by Cryo for long, he would
not be able to break free of her unique fighting style. But not without getting plenty of hits in on
Cryo, potentially hurting her enough to weaken her immensely.

The fight would be very close if the two met in a bar and got into an altercation when
Darrio was drunk. The victor would be determined purely on how they utilized their environment
and how they tried to outsmart and outmaneuver the other. Cryo, with her recklessness, would
fall victim to plenty of blows from Darrio, giving him a better chance to take her down before she
goes all out.

In conclusion, Darrio would win a fight against Cryo in most situations by using ranged
tactics. However, he would be at the disadvantage of fighting against the ARC Trooper in
hand-to-hand combat.


